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There will be a wall
the wall of a building
defining an inside and an outside
a limit between them both
who is neither one or the other

!
a kind of no-place
!
!

There will be two bodies
hanging each one at a single rope, at one single line
listening to the architecture, the surrounding, each other
pacing up and down the surface
opening new spaces

!
a heterotopia.
!
!
!

Buildings are drawing efficient limits in our towns. Their walls define

streets, lines, the path of light and shadow during the day, a landscape.
They have an incidence on our ways of moving and deciding, thinking and
imagining.

!

Even if they embody immense spaces, the visible and invisible skeleton of
the city, they are not experienced as living places. They are boundaries
between insides and outsides, lines on maps, limits for our bodies, an
inaccessible. They are a kind of no-places.

!

The performance LIMITS wish to seize one of these unlived spaces to
propose to the audience to experiment it as a specific place called,
according to Michel Foucault, a heterotopia. « places (…) which are
something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which
the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are
simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. »

!

Indeed, the vertical dance performance LIMITS induces a reverse of the
plan, a reverse of the point of views. Gravity is modified. The time slows
down. The dancing bodies deploy movements which are impossible on the
ground. Other langages are suddenly possible. The old limits of the town
become a new floor, a new horizon. New lines, other rhythms appears, new
invisible spaces are opened.
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LIMITS, in close relationship with the music, will question and echo our
surrounding and inner borders by a specific choreographic writing and invite
the audience to enter new spaces with their limitless imaginations.
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CHOREOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE

!

The

!

choreographic structure is a progression from the opening to the

closing of a place in a space usually defined as a limit, by living it, questioning it
and playing it in a technical device inducing in itself strong constraints and limits.
It’s also the meeting of two individualities: the inner limits of the relationship
between two beings in a same place will also be at the heart of the
choreographic writing. Most of the performance is site specific, with a constant
structure and some predefined choreographic phrases.

1. Opening the stage,
drawing a place

!
!

Two ropes are swinging in the wind,
from the top of the building - two lines
echoing the landlines of the
surrounding architecure. Their flexibility
embodies new possibles and
foreshadows symbolically the purpose
of the performance.
Two bodies appear. They are
connected from their centers to the
ropes and descend slowly down to the
high part of the building. Very small and
soft movements melt the dancers
bodies into the surface of the
architecture. The dancers extremities
are wide and open and in soft and
close contact to the surface. The music
will be single notes that are in contact
with the movement of the dancers and
brings the audience as well as the
dancers to the present.
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2. Beings meeting and
playing with the
constraint of the
place

!
!

The dancers extract themselves
from the wall and thus open up
a whole new dimension. The
dancers descend and get
more freedom in their
movements as the rope gets
longer. The movements
become more defined and
large. The dancers cross over
and come into contact when
the ropes are twisting. Together
with the music they gradually
enter into a predefined
choreography.
The specific constraints define
the structure of the place the
dancers draw with their
movements, making it
touchable as a reality.

3. Opening as wide as
possible, entering an other
time

!

The dancers descend again. The
movement possibilities become freer in
all directions including melting
movements at the surface of the
architecture and jumps that extract their
bodies from the surface. A pendulum
movement appears, as a back and forth
hold by a lifeline. Depending on the
architecture the dancers will expand
their movements by pendulum running
movements right and left including
jumps, backflips and twists as well as lifts.
The longer ropes induce a feeling of
slowing down of the time : there is more
suspension, the movements are slower
and wider, the audience gets the feeling
of a modified gravity.
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4.Closing, listening and reminiscence

!
!

!
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The intention is to close the opened place to return its
nature as a space, but also to offer a moment of
listening of the reminiscences and echoes of what just
happened.
The dancers descend (if possible in the location they
are performing) until they are laying down on the
ground. The descent is punctuated with stops, the last
but one being just a few centimeters from the ground.
There is a strong connection between the two dancers
and a deep attention to the surrounding. The
movement become silent and the listening unfolds.
The laying bodies make the link between the two
vertical and horizontal plans and symbolize the
continuity between place and space, the open and
the close, the accessible and the unaccessible, the
visible and the invisible.

MUSICAL DIMENSION
The music of LIMITS relates to this
connection between freedom and
limits of freedom. The music is being
completely freely improvised in the
moment by the violinist Matthias
Klenota, who is both specialized in
historical performance practice and
in contemporary improvisation
techniques applied in Neue Musik,
Jazz and Experimental music. He uses
a loop station and light transportable
sound system, allowing a high-quality
amplification of the acoustic sound to
a variable sound level.

!

The musician has sound-architectural
limits in some pre-given structures,
deriving from the tradition of Ostinatobasslines, that he may break through
or dance with. An esthetically
attractive relation is hence created by
these means, that doesn’t illustrate or
draw parallely, but rather opens more
space for the dancers in the space of
sound.
Matthias Klenota’s unpredictable
improvisation skills will be the musical
expression of our limitless ability for
imagination, his improvisations ranging
from the most subtle minimalism close
to the threshold of audibility up to a
crazy-freaking-out-instrumentbreaking new interpretation of
virtuosity, bringing up a rich universe of
sounds to the spectator and listener.
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COSTUMES
Costumes will be neutral in solid color in order to let the architecture and the
landscape stand out. The intention is to make visible the deployment of a place.
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VERTICAL DANCE
Vertical dance was born in the early 80s and is danced in harnesses attached to

ropes, which are themselves attached to the top of vertical surfaces. Architecture and the
surface of the wall hosting the performance offers the setting of each performance. The
wall, cliff or other surface hosting the dancers is like a new ground inducing other
parameters of rhythm, time and amplitude for the movement than in the horizontal plan.
The device offers powerful poetic and technical possibilities, which is favorable to the
deployment of singular choreographic langages.
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TEMPO DI BOREA

Tempo di Borea is the meeting of two movement artists who felt in love with

hight, suspension, and modified gravity. Ella Cocset and Rebekka Gather are
convinced by the power of art to modify our ways of thinking and being by
opening fields for our feelings and imaginations. Their work focuses on body and
architecture, site specific performances and sensitive listening of places.
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They are following the Vertical Dance philosophy of the verticaldanceforum.com
has been developed during the last years. Since 2019 Rebekka and Ella have
been training together at several Masterclass and vertical dance trainings in
Europe and founded their duet in 2021.

!
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TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS
Specific technical requirements are needed for rehearsals and performances

with the discipline of vertical dance:

!
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- Safety and accident prevention must always be guaranteed
- The equipment must meet the corresponding requirements for vertical dance:
Harness EN813, Carabinertype Connectors EN362, Descender EN341, Dynamic rope
EN892 or Lowstretch rope EN1891
- There must always be two people on site
- At least one person must be responsible for technical safety
- Anchor point with minimum 2.2 kn hold.

Rebekka Gather is certified as a PSAgA (Personal Protective Equipment against Falling)
and IRATA L-1 (International Rope Access Trade Association) and can guarantee her own
safety as a Vertical Dance artist for the rehearsal with Tempo di Borea. During the
performances an industrial climber must be at the place as noted in the PDF: Technical
Rider.

TEAM

!

Rebekka Gather * 1992

Artist, performer in vertical dance and movement
theater and industrial climber living in Basel/CH.

!

In 2021 she opens her own Vertical Dance Training Hub
at the KLYBEQ-Areal where she performs with her
vertical dance duo Tempo di Borea and teaches
vertical dance.
After completing her studies in Theater and Movement
at the Accademia Teatro Dimitri/ CH, she explored her
artistic life in various performative projects as a
performer, dancer, clown, acrobat and vertical dancer
always looking for the connection between different
disciplines and the interest of the dancing body in
public space. Over the last few years she has focused
her artistic project more and more on the unique
discipline of vertical dance/ dancing in a harness. For
many years she is connecting with Wanda Moretti at
the Vertical Dance Center in Venice one of the most
important vertical dance pioneers. She has worked with
Cie. Retouramont/ F and Magalie Lanriot/ P, Cie.
Kopfsprung/CH and is in constant exchange with the
vertical dance forum: VDKL Kate Lawrance/ UK and
Gravity & Levity Lindsay Butcher/ UK, who are all looking
to establish vertical dance as an independent dance
form. Since 2020 she has been working as a performer and teacher in the Cie. Voltexperience in
Bordeaux.

!

Vertical dance performer, performer, and model living in
Paris/ F.
Ella began moving in the circle oft he circus ring. She
fast perfectionned herself in aerials: fabrics, swinging
rope and swinging trapeze were her best compagnons.
She performs vertical dance in connection with the
environment: delightly high, caressed by the light and
the wind, struggling with equilibre and listening for new
lines, shapes and rhythms.
She works with Vertical Dance compagnies as Cie
Retouramont (Paris) and Cie Volt Experience (Bordeaux)
as a performer and a teacher.
She trained with the european compagnies Magalie
Lanriot/ P, Retouramont/ F, VDKL/ UK, Gravity and Levity/
UK, Il Posto/ I and follow the artistic idea of the Vertical
Dance Forum. She also studied contemporary dance
(Conservatoire du 12ème arrondissement, Paris),
acrobatics (Ecole des arts chinois du spectacle (Paris),
philosophy (Université Paris 10, Nanterre) and somatics
(Formation professionnelle Danse voltige et poésie du
geste, pédagogie et pratiques somatiques Cie Pepi
Morena)
In 2021 she founded the duet Tempo di Borea with Rebekka Gather.

Ella Cocset * 1998
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Matthias Klenota * 1987
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Violinist, author, performer, living in
Basel/ CH.
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Matthias Klenota studied violin with
Amandine Beyer at the Schola
Cantorum Basiliensis and Susanne
Scholz at University of Music and
Theater Leipzig. He received important
impulses as a guest student in the free
improvisation class of Fred Frith and
Alfred Zimmerlin as well as through
close collaboration with musicians he
met at the JazzCampus Basel, such as
Yumi Ito, Giovanni Vicari and MarieFlorence Burki. His musical work focuses
on historical performance practice
and free improvisation, often in the
context of theater, in which he also
appears as performer like for example
in Benjamin Truong`s "Ein Versuch, sich
der Liebe anzunähern" (Prinzregententheater München 2019). A long-term collaboration connects
him with the artist Christa Näher (together, among others, Musiktheater Schneekönig Frankfurt 2011,
CENTAURI Basel 2017). He appears as a soloist and chamber music partner as well as regularly with
the orchestras like La Cetra and Holland Baroque. Engagements brought him on stage with some
of the most prominent exponents of the classical and early music scene such as Amandine Beyer,
Kristian Bezuidenhout, Andrea Marcon, Maurice Steger as well as with outstanding musicians from
various other genres such as Giovanni Solimma, Jakob Ullmann, FM Einheit, Larry Grenadier and the
two Swiss Music Award winners Erika Stucky and Jacques Demierre. With Jacques Demierre and
Brice Catherin, Matthias Klenota recorded an album combinig ancient instruments and
contemporary improvisation that will be released end of 2021, as well as ça fait trop, the first Album
on Vinyl with the LES TROIS, a composing-improvising trio with Marie Jeger and Maité Klockenbring.
One of the main concerns of his work is not to look at music in isolation and in a specific genre, but
to operate it as a mirror of the world in all its facets and in a way that can be linked to other art
forms. Since 2021 he cooperates as musician with Violin and loop-station with the vertical dance
duo Tempo di Borea.
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Industrial climber and Rigger with highest certification IRAT
L-3, living in Basel/ CH.
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He is originally from Cape Town and has lived in
Switzerland since 2013. Joe has been working as a rope
access worker since 2003.
Climbing is his passion - on trees, buildings, rocks or on an
expedition in the mountains.
Finding suitable solutions for working at heights is Joe’s
specialty.
Since 2021 he is collaborating as rigger and industrial
climber for with Rebekka Gather and has find always a
safe solution for all vertical dance projects.

Joe Möhle * 1985
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Verein Histoirefuture
c/o Rebekka Gather
Oetlingerstrasse 65
4057 Basel
+41 076 520 38 47
rebekkagather@gmail.com

